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- "...an awesome resource for any Christian" (Brandon R. Young)Praise for Bible Verses for Every

Occasion:- "It makes it easy to turn to the most relevant parts of Godâ€™s word when you need it

most" (walkingthechristianlife.com)- "Michael Lewis does a wonderful job of listing situations we all

face, and needs we all have, highlighting the verses in the Bible that are directly related to them."

(ChristianBlog.com)Book Description:What does the Bible say about love, marriage, and divorce?

What does it have to say about pain, about suffering, and about grief? Which Bible verses relate to

forgiveness? Whatâ€™s the Biblical view of dating and what does Godâ€™s word have to say about

addiction and more importantly, overcoming it? While the Bible truly is a lamp onto our feet and a

light unto our paths, finding the verses that relate to our particular situations and needs isnâ€™t

always easy. Having experienced this problem firsthand Michael Lewis gave himself the personal

challenge of putting together all of the most common human situations and stumbling blocks and the

Bible verses that relate to them. â€œFinally, my brethren, be strong in the Lord, and in the power of

his might. Put on the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to stand against the wiles of the

devil.â€• ~ Ephesians 6:10-11Thy word is a lamp unto my feet, and a light unto my path.â€• ~ Psalm

119:105
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I thought this book would be a more in-depth look at various topics from the Bible. I understand

space was limited, but I did want a bit more discussion. Nevertheless, the book does cover

numerous topics and gives scripture references for the topics,

I have the Kindle Edition, I think it was 99 cents when I got it as a Kindle daily deal. The book was

certainly worth the price and more. The formatting was adequate and easy to use. It is, however, a

King James translation which I find difficult to understand and I would have preferred NIV, ESV or

just about any other translation, so for me, that was a down side. If you prefer KJV, then this is a

plus.I find it useful, especially when I don't have time for serious study, to just sit and read thru what

the word says about various topics. You can take 5 minutes and read thru a couple topics. Being

organized around particular topics or subjects is useful in and of itself.I thought whoever put it

together could have used a little more judgment about the verses to include, or not include, with

regard to several of the topics covered.Even in this translation, I did find it useful. It was certainly

very inexpensive.Bible Verses for Every Occasion: 1,000+ Helpful Verses for 123 Real Life

Situations

The Bible is so huge with so much to offer, but finding just the right verse can be maddening at

times. This helps ease the task, and puts so many of the most sought-after ones right at your finger

tips - a very handy item to add to your Kindle.

It had some wonderful verses and you could easily find what you needed ,Gods words will guide

you thought life,and this book made it easy to find a verse and get comfort knowing God loves us

all.

This is an awesome resource for any Christian that needs to quickly look up sometimes

controversial topics for biblical clarification. This is a great resource for families!

I just purchased this and I love - I try to read a few verses each day. I love the way it breaks down

the bible especially to someone like me who doesn't know the bible.Definately worth it.



I can only give three stars because of no Table of Contents. Having this book download on to my

Kindle, and having to thumb, page by page, on my iPhone is a bit daunting. That is really my only

concern.

I'm an intercessor and find the categorized scriptures a veryhandy prayer tool. I highly recommend it

to all who like to quote scripture.
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